Camp Upton Artifacts and Photos (DISPLAY) All day in Berkner Lobby

History of Camp Upton (TALK)
Hamilton Seminar Room Chemistry Bldg. 555
11:00 AM • 2:00 PM
45 minutes, Ages 12 & up
Meet Talk Escort at reception desk in Berkner Hall.

History of the Brookhaven Laboratory Site (TALK)
Hamilton Seminar Room Chemistry Bldg. 555
12:30 PM • 3:00 PM
45 minutes Ages 12 & up
Meet Talk Escort at reception desk in Berkner Hall.

Mr. Fish in “Fantastic Forces”
(SHOW) Berkner Hall Auditorium
12:00 NOON • 1:30 PM • 3:00 PM
1 hour, All ages
Doors open 15 minutes before show time.
Be sure to arrive early as the auditorium fills quickly.

Brookhaven National Lab
(SITE HISTORY BUS TOUR)
Science Education Office (Bldg. 438)
10:30 AM • 12:00 PM • 12:30 PM
1:00 PM • 1:30 PM • 2:00 PM • 3:30 PM
This bus tour of the Laboratory’s site will go back down memory lane— from World War I and World War II and the post-War era, up to the present day.
Approximately 45 minutes long, Ages 12 & up
Sign up at Berkner Hall information table.

Super Scientific Circus
Amazing Activity Zone
(ACTIVITY STATIONS) Brookhaven Center
11:00 AM • 12:00 NOON
2:00 PM • 3:00 PM
45 minutes, Ages 5-12
Limited Bus Tickets. First come first served.
See reception desk in Berkner Hall for availability.